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chanicians all work that may be defined as actually mechanical; and
these execute my orders out of the house, and bring the results for
my supervision and adjustment precisely in the same way that surgical
instrument-makers carry out the instructions of an operating surgeon.

I remain, sir, faithfully yours, WILLIAMN DONALD NAPIER.
22, George Street, H-lanover Square, Nov. 3rd, I875.

PUBLIC HEALTH
AND

POOR-LAW MEDICAL SERVICES.
VACCINATION.-Mr. R. S. Hall of Ince, near Wigan, has received

an extra grant amounting to /&54: I5,;for the efficient state of vaccination
in his district. lIe received a grant of /45 after the last inspection,
two years ago.

TILE ARTISANS' D)WELLINGS ACT IN LIVERIOOL.-At a recent
meeting of the Liverpool Health Committee, the engineer submitted a
report for placing a district of the town, known as Nash Grove, under
the operation of the Artisans' Dwellings Act. The area is situated off
Scotland Road, one of the lowest parts of the town, and it contains
about 22,487 superficial yards, I8,770 of which are covered by low-
class dwvellings, or yards, ill use for trading purposes. Allowing for the
removal of existing buildings, the engineer estimated the cost to the
corporation of acquiring the site, sewering, and paving at about
/92,6oo00. From this amount has to be deducted the value of the land
for building purposes after the alteration, which is estimated at
£,30,746, leaving /J62,254 as the actual cost of the improvement.
After some discussion, the report was adopted.

POOR-LAW FMEDICAL SERVICE OF SCOTLAND.
'TiE Secretaries of the Aberdeen, Banff, and Kincardine Branch would be glad to

receive from any members of the Branch information concerning any defects in the
administration of parochial medical relief, and any suggestions for reforming the
present Poor-law for Scotland. J. URQUHART.
Aberdeen, October 20th, 1875. ALEX. OGSTON.

VACCINATION OFFICERS.
SIR,-I am glad that Mr. Glissan called attention, in your issue of the 23rd instant,

to what he very properly designates a" growing nuisance". In this parish, the
public vaccinator does not (that I am aware of) send out cards, as in Mr. Glissan's
case, but calls upon my patients and threatens thenm with a prosecution unless
they have their children vaccinated by him, although in some cases the children
have already been vaccinated by me. Unfortunately, few of the lower classes know
that any registered medical mian may vaccinate, consequently our public vaccin-
ator often succeeds in doing me out of my halfcrown. It is high time, I think,
that the excessive zeal that some of these officers display in doing their duty (?)
should be put a stop to. If we had no vaccination-officer, there might be less room
for complaint. -Yours truly, J. BAIN SINCOCK.

St. Agnes, Cornwall, October 25th, i875.
*** The necessity for a vaccination-officer is patent: as we have explained,

however, irregularities of the kind complained of should be reported to the Local
Government Board; and no doubt it is also serviceable that they should be
publicly ventilated in the medical press.

MILITARY AND NAVAL MEDICAL SERVICES.
TIIE X ACANCY IN TIlE GUARDS.

By the retirement of Dr. Logie from the regiment of Horse Guards,
an(l owing to the brigade system of promotion of medical officers
holding good in the cavalry as in the infantry brigade, other changes
must take place. It is rumoured that the medical officer next for pro-
motion wvill not accept the vacancy, as it would entail his withdrawal
from his own regiment; and therefore, if it be filled up by the officer
next senior in the brigade, the vacancy for a junior will occur in the
2nd Life Guards.

KNIGHITSBRIDGE BARRACKS.
THII.SE barracks have begun to give practical force to the argument of
those who would desire their demolition, by showing very evident
signs of decay, the walls of one portion having so given way that it
has been found necessary to remove the men and horses of two troops
from it. This calls to mind the state of dilapidation into which the
Portman Street Blarracks had passed before their demolition, when one
wall of the officers' quarters leant inwards to such an extent that the
handle of the bell-ropes hung more than a foot away from it, to the
great surlprise of a casual observer. The time cannot be, therefore, far
distant, w'hen the Knightsbridge Barracks must also be razed to the

ground, notwithstanding the apparent difficulty in finding a more suit-
able locality. Though many good reasons have been adduced for their
removal to a new site, we do not look upon this as such an absolute
necessity; for if, in their reconstruction on the same ground, they were
made a storey higher, the accommodation would then be sufficient, and
we should retain near the centre of London one of our most valuable
aids in the preservation of law and order in times of emergency.

THE MEDICAL DEPARTMENT AND THE RECENT
EXPEDITION AGAINST THE CONGO PIRATES.

COMNINIODORE SIR WILLIAM, HEWETT, K.C.B., in his despatch, pub-
lished on the 2nd instant, describing the results of the recent expedition
against the pirates of the Congo River, thus refers to the professional
services of Fleet-Surgeon Fegan, C.B., the principal medical officer of
the Forces under his command.

" The uninterrupted health of the squadron during the time it has
been employed in this unhealthy river may be attributed to the care
with which Fleet-Surgeon Henry Fegan, C.B., considered the precau-
tions that should be adopted to secure its preservation, and I have to
acknowledge the many valuable suggestions he has submitted to me."

Considering the large proportion in which rewards and promotions
were conferred on the combatant officers after the Ashantee War, and
the comparatively small number of similar distinctions which were be-
stowved on the medical officers who did so much to preserve the health
of the troops engaged in the unhealthy climate of the Gold Coast on
that occasion (not to mention their equally sharing the fatigues and
risks of the bush with the combatants), we were pleased to observe
that the leading journal thought right to comment on this part of Com-
modore Hewett's despatch. The following remarks appeared in the
Times on the same day as the publication of the despatches.
"We are happy to see, moreover, that he calls the attention of the

Admiralty to the valuable assistance afforded him by the preparations
of the medical officer. The doctors seldom have their services duly
recognised on these occasions; but it is not too much to say that it
is medical science which alone renders these African expeditions prac-
ticable. Not many years ago, our ignorance of the real nature and
cause of the fevers which render the African coast so pestilential would
have exposed a force to insuperable dangers either in such a slight ex-
pedition as the present or in such an undertaking as the Ashantee War;
and there is no occasion on which the arts of preventive medicine be-
come of greater value. It is possible now to avoid dangers which
would formerly have been unconsciously encountered, but would have
been absolutely fatal; and, though the climate of the Coast must
always be pregnant with peril, it can be endured for a sufficient space
of time."

UNIVERSITY INTELLIGENCE.
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.

EXAMINATIONS IN STATE MEDICINE.-The following is the first an-
nual report to the Senate of the Syndicate appointed to superintend the
examinations in State Medicine.-The first examination in State Miedi-
cine under the regulations confirmed by grace of the Senate, February
4th, 1875, was held on October 5th and three following days. Twventy-
eight candidates entered, of whom twenty-six presented themselves
for examination. Four offered themselves in Part I only, of whom
one was approved. Thle remaining twenty-two were examined in both
parts, and nineteen of them were approved. Two days were devoted
to each part of the examination. Part I comprised Physics and
Chemistry, and their applications to sanitary matters. Part 2 com-
prised the remaining subjects specified in the regulations; viz., the
causes and prevention of epidemic and infectious diseases, the circum-
stances and conditions of life which are injurious to health, and the
laws of the realm which relate to Public Health. In each part, two
papers of questions, each of which had been submitted to all four exa-
miners, were set, to which written answers were required. In each
part, the candidates were also questioned orally by two of the exa-
miners sitting together; and in each part the candidates were tested by
practical work. The examiners report that the answering was gene-
rally good, some of it excellent, more especially in questions relating
immediately to the actual duties of officers of health. This remark
applies emphatically to the reports on the sanitary condition of some
of the small courts and other places in Cambridge, which the candi-
dates were directed to visit for the purpose of inspection, each candi-
date having a different locality assigned to him. The examiners are of
opinion that the number and character of the candidates are evidence


